End Times Prophecy in Gangnam Style
Lately, I have been getting very little sleep because the Lord keeps
waking me up in the middle of the night and revealing to me more
things about this amazing video called ‘Gangnam Style’. I believe this
video is an End Times prophecy from the great Prophet, Enoch. The
reason I say it is from Enoch is because he reveals in here the timing
of End Times events, and I won't get into that until the next video
because I haven't worked it out completely yet myself, but he tells us
when the destruction of the Catholic Church will occur. He tells us
when the destruction of the United States will occur, and he also tells
us when Russia and China will invade the West. Like I say I will do that
in the next program and I may enlist your help in figuring out exactly
the dates that Enoch is giving us.
Now, in this program I want to continue showing how this video is
about the False Prophet and the Antichrist and Psy in this video
portrays the Antichrist with seven heads and ten horns and he gives
the False Prophet two horns in all three instances that the False
Prophet is shown thereby proving that this video is about the End
Times. But first, I want to talk about the sexuality of the Antichrist
because I stated on the last program there is one more point I want to
make. We know the AC is probably a homosexual, a transvestite and
possibly a paedophile but he is also bisexual and in this particular
scene we see that he is probably not only married but he is very likely
to have two wives.
Here we see Psy as the Antichrist with a woman on each arm and I
believe one of the reasons for all the garbage in his face is because he
will take a lot of flak for being polygamous but, as we see, this does not
faze him in the least.
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The other possibility is that this scene merely indicates that the
Antichrist will be promiscuous. So if the Antichrist does have two or
more wives that would not be surprising as far as Bible prophecy goes
because that would indicate that he is very likely a Muslim. And there
are other indications in this video that show the Antichrist will be a
great promoter of homosexual marriage and I think the reason is
because he may also want to marry the False Prophet, as hard as that
may seem to believe. I think that's one reason society is now pushing
for gay marriage so that the Antichrist may marry the False Prophet.
Let's take a look at how Psy as the Antichrist promotes gay marriage
through the use of phallic symbolism.

In this and in the following scenes we see that Psy, as the Antichrist, is
wearing 2 phallic symbols around his neck which is what an open bow
tie looks like and these two phallic symbols also look like the number
11 which, as I have always stated, is a symbol for homosexuality.
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Now sometimes Psy wears black phallic symbols with a white shirt, as
in this skyscraper scene, but the contrast is always very obvious.

I believe the many scenes where Psy wears these phallic symbols
indicate that the Antichrist will publicly proclaim his support for gay
marriage. Here Psy is wearing the phallic symbols in front of the
carousel,
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and with the sexy ladies,

and even on the tennis court,

and even on the toilet, the Antichrist is promoting gay marriage with his
phallic symbols.
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Now please don't ask me to define phallic symbols or else Anderson
Cooper will have me on his Ridiculist for the umpteenth time. I believe
the Antichrist will justify his marriage to the False Prophet by pointing
to Scripture. He will say that just as Christians claim that the Church is
the Bride of Christ, he has a right to also join himself to the Church
because he will claim that he himself is God.
And now I want to show a few more scenes from "Gangnam Style”
which clearly prove this video is about the End Times and that we are
seeing images of the False Prophet and the Antichrist. You may
remember from my last video I pointed out all the 6’s in Psy's beach
blanket at the beginning of ‘Gangnam Style’ and now at the end of
‘Gangnam Style’ we see a cartoon and in this cartoon we will find the
seven heads and ten horns which are prophesied to be on the
Antichrist in the Bible.

First of all, in this cartoon please note the very prominent number 6 in
the top center and of course the seven heads of the Antichrist are
symbolized by the seven horses' heads, 4 on the left and 3 on the
right. So I guess it's pretty obvious where the seven heads of the
Antichrist are symbolized in this cartoon.
But where are the ten horns? Let's take a look at the overhead lighting.
On the top left side of the cartoon we see 6 lights, and there are
always six lights whether they are blinking or not, and there are 4 lights
on the right.
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So the seven heads and ten horns of the Antichrist are symbolized in
this cartoon by the horses' heads and by the lights; so why should
there be 6 horns on one side and 4 horns on the other? Why not 5 and
5, for example? And the reason, of course, is that would mess up the
numerology. 5 plus 5 would indicate Mary's Rosary and that is not what
this image is symbolizing. This image is all about the Antichrist,
therefore, you put the numbers as 6 plus 4. 6 of course is the number
of the Antichrist and 4 incidentally is the number of mankind because it
represents two couples. 6 and 4 is far more appropriate than 5 plus 5.
And now, let's look at the three instances where the False Prophet is
revealing the Antichrist in this amazing ’Gangnam Style’ video and, as I
said, in each case we will find that there are two horns on the False
Prophet. As you know, the Bible says that the False Prophet is ‘like a
lamb which comes up out of the earth with two horns’. In this very
first scene, we see the dancing boy and, by the way, notice that the
dancing boy who symbolizes the False Prophet is wearing very bright
colored slacks and the reason is, I believe, is because the False
Prophet will be a high-ranking Cardinal in the Roman Catholic Church.
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It's entirely appropriate for a child to represent
the False Prophet because the Bible says he
is ‘a lamb with two horns’ and I believe he
two horns are symbolized by these posts
which appear to come out of the dancing boy's
head.
This boy does move around quite a bit so he
is not always shown with the two horns.

Next, let's take a look at the famous elevator scene. Of course, a lot of
people think that these scenes in ‘Gangnam Style’ are silly and they
are if you do not understand that there is an underlying significance.
This scene is about, once again, the False Prophet revealing the
Antichrist and, once again, the False Prophet in this scene has two
horns. Now I don't know about you but it's pretty obvious to me that the
hat on the elevator man is curled up in the shape of two horns.
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So far we have seen that the Antichrist does have seven heads and
ten horns as prophesied in Scripture. We've seen that the False
Prophet is ‘like a lamb with two horns’ and now in this next scene
where the Antichrist comes up out of the sea, again as prophesied in
Scripture, once again we will see that the False Prophet does indeed
have two horns. As you can see in this pool scene, the figure who
represents the False Prophet also has two horns.
Okay, so now maybe that wasn't too obvious. Let's take a little closer
look because, yes indeed, this second figure in the pool, does have
two horns.

It's truly amazing that all three representatives of the False Prophet in
this ‘Gangnam Style’ video show two horns just as prophesied in the
book of Revelation. Please understand people, this is not accidental.
So why throughout this video is the great Prophet Enoch verifying to us
that he is indeed talking about the False Prophet and the Antichrist? As
you know, Prophet Enoch’s main mission, or one of them in these End
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Times, is to give the timing of events and I believe that is what he is
doing in this video. The purpose of this video is to warn the Catholic
Church and to warn the United States and to warn, in fact, all of the
decadent West that we are about to go under, that we are about to be
taken over by the One World Government and the One World Religion.
And, as I said before, I believe Enoch is giving the timing of these
events in this video and I am trying to post that as soon as possible,
that will be part number 5; I hope to get it up in another couple of days.
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